
“What lurks beneath these sands? Creatures of myth and legends.”~ Unknown Scientist 
 
Datapad Entry one: The Skitterer of the Tombs 
 
 
The ancient Sith tombs on Morraband have many tales to tell and horrific, yet deadly creatures 
that lurk beneath the sands. One such creature encountered by one of the groups was 
nicknamed ‘The Skitterer’.  
 
The Skitterer was a rather large creature with several legs attached to a well toned muscular 
body that stands at 2.4 meters. The creature itself is covered with a rough chitin-like outer armor 
that is very difficult to pierce with regular blaster pistols. 
 
Also decorated along its body are several sharp venomous spikes that if touched cause instant 
pain to the victim. If that wasn’t bad enough the creature also spits out some form of 
concentrated acid that will eat the face off whatever organic thing it comes into contact with.  
 
The face of the creature is rather horrendous with a large gaping maw that has several rows of 
sharp teeth and terrifying mandibles at the sides of the mouth that seek to tear up flesh. Its eyes 
are lizard-like with red slits that are on a small stalk that can move in just about any direction it 
chooses.  
 
Besides using sight, this creature also seems to hunt by heat signatures as when it scans about 
a small piece of its armor opens up on the right side of its head, revealing some small black 
round object that spins about. Once it detects a heat signature, the unfortunate victim is 
suddenly charged and grabbed by 4 of its 20 leg appendages. Afterwards, the creature either 
spits acid to dissolve the victim or simply uses its teeth and mandibles to tear them apart.  
 
Overall, this is not a creature I recommend anyone trying to face by themselves. 
 
 


